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SECTION B
Answer 3 questions.
Choose (a) OR (b) of each question'
2. "Knowledge about language and language leaming ought to form a- bridge
between tainee roles as-lanluage leamir and tangrrage teacher. The challenge is
to develop language sttrdy in such a way that it slppo1ts both language learning
and decisiorr--utittg in language teaching, while also making accessible to[*rrri, * .*p*airig fierd oi st*dy into which they can travel just as far as they
decide to'" (Edge : 1988)
Either (a) Describe a fiamework for the development of procedtnes to form a
bridge between trainee roles as language learner and language
teacher.
oR(b)outlineageneralframeworkforapre-serviceteacher
education progi* for TESOL which would provide for transfer
of training.
Either (a) Madeline Hunter describes teaching as the teacher's deliberate
decisions and actions to increase the probability of leaming'
Keeping in mind Hunter's definition of teaching and teacher
educatiin for TESOL, translate H'nter's Principles of Leaming
(also known as the "basic white sauce of teaching") into a te4cling
Period in Your classroom'
OR (b) The developmental model permits teachers to assess and deterr'rine the
general ,*g. of developmental stages of students. with teacher
education fJr TESOL in view, how would you integrate English -
language teaching and values in your classroom?
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Either (a) Bruner wrote ttrat "the first object of any act of leaming..... is that it
should serve in the future."
OR
Please explain Bruner's statement above in light of issues in teacher
education for TESOL.
(b) Donald Norman wrote that to remember is to have managed tluee
things successfully : the acquisition, retention, and retrieval of
information. How would you ensure all "three things successfully''
in teaching and learning within your context for teacher education for
TESOL?
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